
About James 

James will tackle your employment and general law issues in a 

rigorous and analytical way. Trained in alternative dispute      

resolution at Humboldt University of Berlin, he aims to advise on 

the resolution of matters without having to resort to litigation.  

After a successful Australia and UK based career in the pharmaceuti-

cal industry, James commenced his legal career with industrial rela-

tions powerhouse Tanya Cirkovic & Associates in November 2012, 

joining the Patron Legal team in October 2015.  

James’ background in science and industry gives him a unique      

perspective on our clients’ legal and strategic issues as well as the 

ability to tackle problems in a rigorous and analytical way. 

In addition to completing his law degree at Victoria University with 

first class honours, James also holds a Bachelor of Science from 

Deakin University. He has also completed an intensive negotiation 

and mediation course at Humboldt University of Berlin.  

James also donates some of his spare time and expertise as a volun-

teer at the Footscray Community Legal Centre. He is a member of 

the Wilderness Society. 

Specialisation  

• Mediation 

• Commercial Litigation 

• Dispute Resolution 

• Corporate Law 

• Employment Law 

 

About Patron Legal 

Patron Legal is a small team of dedicated and experienced lawyers practising in employment, 

commercial and industrial relations law.  

Getting to know you and your business is fundamental to our approach in delivering quality  

legal services. Whether you are an individual, small business, or corporation, our broad local 

and international business exposure allows us to tackle your issues in a practical and          

commercial manner. 

With offices currently in Sydney and Melbourne, our legal team has individual expertise across 

the science, health, retail, sports, and human resources sectors. Our ability to work closely with 

our clients sees us continue to deliver practical strategies with achievable solutions. 
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